Genomic organization around the centromeric end of the HLA class I region: large-scale sequence analysis.
We previously sequenced two regions around the centromeric end of HLA class I and the boundary between class I and class III. In this paper we analyze the two regions of about 385 kb and confirm, giving a new line of evidence, that the following two pairs of the genomic segments were duplicated in evolution: (i) a 43-kb genomic segment including the HLA-B gene showing the highest polymorphism among the classical HLA class I loci (class Ia) and a 40-kb segment including the HLA-C locus showing the lowest polymorphism and (ii) a 52-kb segment including the MIC (MHC class I chain related gene) B and a 35-kb segment including MICA. We also found that repetitive elements such as SINEs, LINEs, and LTRs occupy as much as 47% of nucleotides in this 385-kb region. This unusually high content of repetitive elements indicates that repeat-mediated rearrangements have frequently occurred in the evolutionary history of the HLA class Ia region. Analysis of LINE compositions within the two pairs of duplicated segments revealed that (i) LINEs in these regions had been dispersed prior to both the duplication of the HLA-B and -C loci and the duplication of the MICB and MICA loci, and (ii) the divergence of the HLA-B and -C loci occurred prior to the duplication of the MICA and MICB loci. To find novel genes responsible for HLA class I-associated or other diseases, we performed computer analysis applying GenScan and GRAIL to GenBank's dbEST. As a result, at least five as yet uncharacterized genes were newly mapped on the HLA class I centromeric region studied. These novel genes should be analyzed further to determine their relationships to diseases associated with this region.